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Chairman Bernardo: I'd like to call this
meeting of the Broome County Industrial Development
Agency on December 15, 2021 to order.
Looking for a motion to approve the
transcript of our November 17th board meeting with
comments if you wish.
Mr. Crocker: I'll make a motion.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Dan. Is there
a second?
Mr. Rose: Second. Brian.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Brian. Any
comments, questions, suggestions? We'll call for a
vote. All those in favor, say aye.
Unknown: [Aye –- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: Any opposed? Thank you
all. We come to the part of our agenda where we have
our public comment session. Anybody wishing to speak
on any matter concerning the IDA, feel free to state
your name and address for the record and please limit
your comments to five minutes.
We'll call that session to a close.
executive director report. Stacey, updates please.
Ms. Duncan: Yes. I had a tickle in my throat
right at that moment. Excuse me.
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Yeah, just a few things. I just wanted to
share good news with the board. You know some of the
things or items we've been directly and/or
tangentially involved with. But if you have not heard,
there's been a lot of announcements on state and
federal funding, some coming to our community, which
is great news. The governor announced the CFA awards
as of yesterday, I believe, and some good things
happening here in Broome County. There's a few I
wanted to just note because we have a lot of project
activity in these areas.
The Town of Union did receive $100,000 to do
a smart growth comprehensive plan for the town that
will be an update to their 2010 comprehensive plan and
tied in with the most recent announcement with the
Village of Endicott's $10 million DRI award. That's
also great news. I'm sure we’ll somehow integrate into
this plan.
And the Village of Endicott, more good news
for them, they did receive -– and we worked with them
not directly on writing this but through our continued
information share, our meetings that Brendan manages.
We did discuss the potential application on the
Endicott BOA or Brownfield Opportunity Area nomination
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for in and around the Huron campus, encouraged them to
do that application. They were awarded $300,000
through Department of State to develop a BOA
nomination plan for a 429-acre area. That includes
Washington Ave. downtown surrounding manufacturing,
commercial, and residential areas. With that, they'll
open themselves up.

And project developers can open

themselves up to the brownfield tax credit program and
as well additional federal funds to do abatement and
remediation. So that's I think great news for them.
Just a few others that I wanted to note.
Buckingham Manufacturing is a perennial applicant and
awardee on workforce.

So those businesses that have

some workforce needs we always encourage to apply.
Received $48,000 to do more training programs. And I
know they're doing a lot in-house with the training
because of the workforce shortage. They've kind of
created their own apprenticeship program.
The UHS most recently was awarded just under
a million dollars, $991,000, to do childcare. So again
another topic that we know is a significant need in
our community. We're thrilled for them. We got a nice
note from John Carrigg for our continued support of
the hospital and their efforts.
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Then lastly some good news. We joined in on
a letter of support and are listed as a partner in
Binghamton University's recent announcement of receipt
of $500,000 a shortlist award for the EDA Build Back
Better program that is being run through really
directly out of the university but in partnership with
the downtown incubator and clean energy programs
there. One of the things is funding to build a better
manufacturing hub in Endicott and then near where
activities are happening with iM3 New York. So if
successful, that could be $100 million coming to PME
[phonetic].
So a lot of great things happening in and
around the community and especially in concentration
here. We've always said, you know, Endicott will get
its time. It does seem like that's happening. So we're
thrilled to support in any way that we can with that.
I did get the good fortune to do a tour of iM3’s
manufacturing facilities and it's coming along nicely.
They are very appreciative of our continued support
for their growth there.
There's only one other final item I'd like
to do on the record in our meeting today. As you all
know, Tom Gray is retiring.
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Unknown: That's a pretty big lie. You'd hate
it when he's gone.
Ms. Duncan: Effective March 31 of 2022. So
I'm now trying to slow the clock down a little bit
because Tom has been here for 20 years with the
organization. He was here when I came here in 2014. I
consider him, you know, my own sort of -- I call him - he doesn't know this. I hope he doesn't mind this.
But I think of him as my Yoda. He is my sage
consultant and wise –Unknown: He was here when you were in high
school. Come on.
Ms. Duncan: So it will be odd to experience
coming here without Tom being here, but we're thrilled
for the next chapter for he and Diane. We just have a
small -- just something commemorative for him that
we'd like to present today. And maybe a cake in your
future, Tom is here. You never know.
Unknown: No shit.
[Cross-talking]
Ms. Duncan: So presented to Tom Bucky
[phonetic] Gray in recognition of 20 years of
commitment to economic and community development with
The Agency. Tom, I just can't thank you enough for
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your counsel, your humor, and your willingness to help
me succeed. I know I speak for the whole team with
that. So we will miss you, but we have you on speed
dial. So, the best to you and Diane.
Mr. Gray: Thank you. I appreciate it.
Ms. Duncan: That's all that I have for my
report.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Stacey. You've
all had the chance to look at the internal financial
report through November 30th. Any questions?
Unknown: Just one quick question. Several of
these we've seen for a long time.

But the Grow Hemp,

LLC is now 120 days out backgrounder.
Ms. Duncan: They're not gone yet.
Unknown: First of all, I'd like the board to
know that I have told the staff that anything that
doesn't or hasn't worked up to this point –[Cross-talking]
Unknown: Actually, Joe and I have been
working with the attorneys representing Grow Hemp as
well as STREDC which is who we partnered with in the
loan to Grow Hemp. The principal died. We still have a
personal guarantee with his brother who we will be
pursuing at some point. So we're in the beginning
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stages of putting more food on Joe's table to get our
–- I think a little less than $50,000.
Unknown: It's in the $30,000.

But I spoke

with Dave Rossetti [phonetic] this morning. He's the
attorney for STREDC. We both have been in touch with
the holdings [sounds like]. In fact, Jim Orband I
think is the executor of Jeff Bump's estate. In any
event, they're attempting to resurrect that life
insurance policy. But we don't have a full set therein
of what the assets in the estate are. So whether
that's the avenue we take or whether we just go
straight out of the territory.

So again I'm working

directly with Rossetti. We're partners. We haven't,
you know, arrived on any agreement, sharing
agreements.
Unknown: David Bump is actually at this
point in time stronger appearing –Unknown: He’s actually on a tour.
Unknown: -- than his brother was.
Unknown: Yes.
Chairman Bernardo: You're good, right?
Unknown: Yeah.
Chairman Bernardo: Any other questions or
comments?
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Ms. Duncan: I have one more thing I forgot.
I think I'd do a little bragging on some of the team
here.

In Tom's place, it was recommended that Natalie

Abbadessa join the STREDC, which is the Southern Tier
Regional Economic Development Corporation. Tom served
as the chair of the Loan Committee there. I served on
the full board and Tom chaired the Loan Committee. So
recommended to George Miner that Natalie step into
that role. Did you have your first meeting yet?
Unknown: Yes, we did.
Ms. Duncan: She had her first meeting. So
she is now representing Broome County on the STREDC
loan. We're excited to have her get started with that.
Chairman Bernardo: One comment.

With the

exception of our building - and it's nominal - our
building cost, year-to-date we're in great shape in
every single category of the budget. Revenue-wise, we
are out of the water and the expenses are all -- with
the exception of that legal bill. I'm kidding though.
We're in really good shape.
Ms. Duncan: It’s good to know that.
Chairman Bernardo: Any additional questions
or comments on the financial or the loan activity with
the boards? Moving on to the new business.
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Resolution approving an extension of the
December 1, 2020 sales and use tax exemption with One
North Depot, LLC from December 1, 20 -- it's supposed
to be December 1, 20 -Ms. Duncan: It's a typo.

It should be 2021.

I'm sorry.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you. From December
1, 2021.

Through and including December 1, 2022, the

total amount which shall not exceed $360,000. Stace?
Ms. Duncan: Yes. This did go through the
Governance Committee. I'll just briefly state this is
sort of a continuation of a theme we're seeing. I
think it's still the continued financial impacts of
COVID and related issues. We did get this letter from
the North Depot. This is Josh Bishop's project in the
City of Binghamton. This is the building just across
the railroad tracks from Remlik’s, if you're familiar
with that area. It is slated to be market-rate
apartments. Josh has assured us the project is still
in motion. It's just they've been having a lot of
delays related to material costs, supply chain delays,
and lack of skilled labor. He's requesting, just in
time, a term extension for one year through December
31, 2022.
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A great question came up by Brian in the
Governance Committee. Some of these requests, are they
reasonable at this point? My recommendation to
Governance was I think, given continued fallout, this
is really a year we're still seeing a lot of financial
impacts. But anything beyond this year with sort of
repeat requests, I would recommend we would do a
deeper dive in 2022.
Unknown: Makes perfect sense.
Chairman Bernardo: Mayor, this came out of
Governance?
Mr. Bucci: It did. We move it forward as a
motion to approve.
Chairman Bernardo: Is there a second?
Mr. Peduto: Second, Jim.
Chairman Bernardo: Jim, thank you. Any
discussion? Let's have a vote. All those in favor, say
aye.
Unknown: [Aye –- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: Any opposed? Any
abstentions? Thank you.
Moving on to Item number 7: A resolution
accepting an application from the UB Family, LLC. A
special purpose entity was established by the company
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for a lease/leaseback transaction to facilitate the
financing of the construction and development of 549
plus parking spaces within the five-level municipal
parking garage located at 183 Water Street in the City
of Binghamton, Broome County, New York, to be owned by
the Binghamton Local Development Corporation.

And the

acquisition, construction, development, renovation and
equipping of approximately 123 plus or minus new
apartments to be constructed on five floors above the
aforementioned municipal parking garage; to provide
for a state and local sales and use tax exemption
benefit in an amount not to exceed $905,680; to
provide a mortgage tax exemption in an amount not to
exceed $187,000; to provide for a real property tax
exemption in an amount not to exceed $18,462,086
pursuant to the PILOT schedule attached hereto as
Exhibit A, including a deviation from The Agency's
uniform tax exemption policy, and authorizing The
Agency to set and conduct a public hearing with
respect thereto.
That might be the longest resolution –[Cross-talking]
Chairman Bernardo: I'd be glad to repeat it
after reading it though. Stacey.
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Ms. Duncan: Yes. This did also go through
Governance. I will note we've done a lot of discussion
at this point.

At this point in time we are –- the

action by the board is to accept and essentially open
public deliberation on this project. By accepting the
application, it also does authorize us to set up a
public hearing at the appropriate time.
I will note a few things on this before I
get into some of the detail on the project. You do
have in your packet our newer form of cost-benefit
analysis. That does provide a deeper dive into some of
the project details. This is a new software we're
using with MRB Group. So that is included in your
packet, just behind your project summary review.
And as well, per the request of the board,
we are also working with the National Development
Council. We will be getting a sort of a summary, an
independent third-party summary, and that I will make
available as soon as we receive that. So that will
also provide some additional, I think, detail on this
project.
It's a complex but really innovative project
for the city. I won't spend too much time as we do
have Jeff Smetana on the line with United Group. Hi,
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Jeff. But it's an exciting project. It's a $28 million
project to remove the existing garage at Water Street.
The one that does is attached to and adjacent to the
current Boscov's building. It includes the
reconstruction of that parking garage and as well,
forgive me the exact number of apartments, but over
100 market-rate apartments with a riverfront view. So
new tax revenue for the first time. There is currently
nothing there that brings in tax revenue at that
parcel. So new tax revenue to the city with regard to
property taxes.
The PILOT schedule they requested as a
deviation. It is a 28-year request. The PILOT schedule
is nuanced. Compared to ones we traditionally see,
it's structured more like a PILOT increment, a
financed PILOT in that some of the debt on the bond is
included in the breakdown of the PILOT schedule.
Just some details on that. The City will
make payments on PILOT bonds in years one and two. At
closing, on financing for the apartments, the
apartment owners will pay the City through the owner
group. That's $323,000. That's the City's payment on
the debt. As reimbursement for those payments, the
City will utilize the PILOT payment plus air rights to
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make payments for the PILOT bonds and distribute the
balance if any to the city, county, and school
district in the form of a PILOT payment. So again this
is not the traditional structure we see, but it does
cover the cost of the infrastructure within the
schedule.
Total payments by apartment owners
constitute the total amount to be paid in PILOT and
air right payments. The new municipal garage will
serve residents, businesses, and visitors, as well as
support Boscov's continuing success. As a critical
driver of retail activity downtown, it is my
understanding that the City and Mayor David are making
great progress with Boscov's on longer term lease
agreements and renovation to that facility. The
apartments will attract the millennial and boomer
resident base. The purchase price and new property
taxes represent new revenue to the city that would not
otherwise be available. And because the City currently
owns the site, there are no taxes being paid.
So with that, I think, it may be best at
this point is just to see if there are any questions
or allow Jeff to offer some comment. Otherwise, let’s
proceed.
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Chairman Bernardo: Yeah, let's. Jeff, would
you like to offer anything beyond what Stacey has
suggested or said?
Mr. Smetana: Sure. Thanks for having us.
Thanks for considering our application. We're very
excited about the project. It is a very interesting
project. I mean it is putting privately-owned
apartments above the publicly-owned garage. They're
sitting, overlooking the Chenango River there. They
are right in the downtown business district. So it is
utilizing this air-rights structure to accomplish
that. So it is very interesting. We appreciate
everyone's willingness to get into this detailed of a
structure and really make something like this work.
Just to clarify some of the explanation of
the project. The garage itself of course is being
owned and developed by the City's Local Development
Corp. So it's described in the overall project in that
it will be supporting the apartments, but none of the
costs that are within our budget cover any of the
costs of the garage. Those are all separate, just if
there isn’t any misunderstanding on the way the
project was initially described.
The abatement of the current garage is
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currently underway. Gorick Construction will be
starting demolition on December 27th. The process will
go forward from there. We expect to be in the City
with our project, the apartment project, entitlements
in parallel with the garage. They'll proceed through
the process hand-in-hand so everyone will have a
chance to really understand how the garage is being
designed and proposed in the same way that the
apartments are being proposed.
This is a project that the United Group will
own and operate. We have our own management company,
United Plus Property Management. It's been managing
multi-family properties for close to 40 years or
similar entities that are within the United Group. So
we're going to become business owners and part of the
community. We're very much looking forward to that.
On the call also is Michael Uccellini who is
the principal and CEO of the United Group. He's very
excited about the project as well. We're really
looking forward to getting into the development
process.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Jeff. Any
questions for Jeff or Michael before we move to
others? Mayor, this was discussed in Governance?
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Mr. Bucci: Yes. And just to be back on what
Stacey said -- [audio glitch]
Chairman Bernardo: Mayor, you're hanging on
us. Go ahead. Start over again.
Mr. Bucci: Okay. I might have to switch to
my phone.
Normally we accept an application with the
premise of immediately setting a public hearing. In
this case, we are accepting the application, as Stacey
said, to start the public deliberation on it. But we,
as the Governance Committee and the board will then do
our deep dive and analysis of the application and the
component parts to it. When that's complete, we will
set the public hearing. So we're moving it forward as
a motion today to accept the application.
Chairman Bernardo: Okay. And to call a
public hearing at a later date?
Mr. Bucci: Yes. Yes.
Chairman Bernardo: Is there a second to that
motion?
Mr. Peduto: Second. Jim.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Jim. Is there
any discussion or questions beyond what we've asked?
Let's call for a vote. All those in favor, say aye.
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Unknown: [Aye -- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: Any opposed? Any
abstentions? Carried. Thank you, gentlemen. Item
number 8: A resolution accepting an application -Unknown: I have one, wait. It’s the one
that’s stated?
Ms. Duncan: It’s the one. Yeah.
Unknown: Yeah. I got a copy of that. So I'll
leave you to that.
[Cross-talking]
Chairman Bernardo: A resolution accepting an
application from PM, Property Matters, LLC, and
authorizing a sales and use tax exemption in an amount
not to exceed $13,720 consistent with the policies of
The Agency in connection with the acquisition,
expansion, renovation and the equipping of the
property and building located at 21 Emma Street in the
City of Binghamton, Broome County, New York. Stacey.
Ms. Duncan: Yes. This is a project that
comes all the way from California. PM Press is
transitioning its global distribution center, event
space, and headquarters from Oakland, California, to
Upstate New York at a building located at 21 Emma
Street in the City of Binghamton. It will be their new
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shipping and receiving center processing over $1
million in book orders annually and event and book
fair space. PM Press is also acquiring Autumn Leaves
on the Ithaca Commons as a retail outlet.
They expect that the full cost of transition
will be approximately $1 million. That includes
building acquisition, new construction improvements,
equipment purchase and associated cost totaling
$853,500. The remainder will be shipping cost and
added employee cost and accommodations. Upgrades and
additions are needed to create a safe attractive
environment for their core operations. The property
also requires safety upgrades, minor repairs, and
extensive cleaning as it sat vacant for nearly a
decade. They will purchase equipment for the warehouse
operations and additional office equipment.
PM Press expects three FTEs, full-time
employees, to operate in the facility. Two will be
stationed at the facility full time while they expect
another one person within PM to be at the facility as
needed during peak times. And at least one other FTE
will be located in Ithaca, New York.
So the project applicant, Andy Pragacz – I
have a problem saying that right - is on the call. I
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should have checked with him earlier. He's on the call
to answer questions.
But a little bit on the project details.
Total project cost is about $945,000 of which, what is
eligible for sales tax is $171,500 which makes them
eligible for an exemption up to 8 percent of
$13,720.00.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Stacey. Would
the owner like to offer anything in addition to what
Stacey has suggested?
Mr. Pragacz: I just want to clarify I'm not
the owner. I'm the operator for the new warehouse. I'm
actually in our current warehouse out here in Oakland.
The only other thing that I want to add is that I'm
actually from Binghamton. I'm actually from the First
Ward where this building is going. My family actually
is living in the First Ward for about a hundred years.
So I'm really, really happy and proud to be able to
bring this facility to Binghamton. I think it's going
to be a tremendous benefit to the community at large.
We're hoping to do some large scale beautification of
this space, including dealing with the retaining wall
that's in the front and really turning it into a
really attractive and vibrant space. So thank you very
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much for the consideration. Yes.
Ms. Duncan: Thank you.
Chairman Bernardo: Thanks for coming back.
Appreciate it.
Mr. Pragacz: Oh, I actually live in
Binghamton. I'm just out here helping for the
Christmas rush. I mean I've been packing all morning.
I live over on the West Side of Binghamton.
Mr. Bucci: It's a good problem to have,
Andy, packing.
Mr. Pragacz: It is. Oh, it's a great problem
to have. No, no. I have to get in quite early. It was
a very good problem. Agreed.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you. Mayor, this
came through Governance?
Mr. Bucci: It did. We move it forward as a
motion to approve.
Chairman Bernardo: Is there a second?
Mr. Peduto: I'm on a roll. I got it. You're
not stopping me today.
Chairman Bernardo: Any discussion? We'll
have a vote. All those in favor, say aye.
Unknown: [Aye -- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: Any opposed? Any
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abstentions? Approved. Thank you very much.
Mr. Peduto: We let Dan back in?
Chairman Bernardo: Yeah.
Mr. Pragacz: Thank you all very much. I hope
you have good holidays.
Unknown: [Thank you –- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: Item number 9, a
resolution approving an extension of the December 20,
2019 sales and use tax exemption agreement with Canopy
Growth USA, LLC, and HIP NY Developments, LLC, from
December 31, 2021 through and including December 31,
2022 the total of which shall not exceed $3,200,000.
Stacey.
Ms. Duncan: Yes. Very similar to our
previous item on the agenda. Similar reasons - delays
related to materials and supply costs have delayed
this project as well. But most significantly is the
regulatory uncertainty regarding hemp and hemp
products. They were sort of on a roll pre-COVID and
COVID did slow things down, made that less a priority.
I have had multiple conversations with David
Culver who is their VP for Government Relations. He
had been my main contact with Canopy since their
beginning. They're very committed to the location.
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They're still very committed to the project. Like many
things, they're just significantly delayed. They do
still have LeChase Construction locally as their
general contractor. We've had follow-ups with them.
Things are still proceeding just not at the pace they
wish. So this falls in that same category of I think
another year is reasonable. Beyond that, I think we
would want to take a deeper dive into it.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Stacey. Mayor,
this came in for Governance?
Mr. Bucci: It did. We move it forward as a
motion to approve.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Mayor. Is
there a second?
Mr. Crocker: Second.
[Cross-talking]
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Dan. Is there
a discussion? No discussion. All those in favor, say
aye.
Unknown: [Aye –- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: Any opposed? Any
abstentions? Moving on.
Item number 10, a discussion regarding
conflict of interest policy. I have my name next to
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it. I think this went through Governance.
Ms. Duncan: It did.
Chairman Bernardo: Okay. So I'll start with
you, Stacey.
Ms. Duncan: Yeah. Essentially, you know, as
I said, we do our best to keep pace on the latest
guidance and updates from the ABO and the Public
Authority's Office in New York State which is our sort
of oversight office. In our most recent IDA Academy,
they stressed the importance of review of your
conflict of interest policy, of ensuring that you have
a strong proper protocol in place that align with
those. So we had included some information in your
packets. What we're recommending is just more of a
structured process by which –And that's the short document sort of the
executive summary. Everything on that, that bulleted
list, will be the process we will use moving forward.
It's just most of it relies on notification at least
when agendas come out. So the new process will be when
the agendas come out, that anyone with a conflict
would notify myself, Joe Meagher, and also - which I
did not realize - they recommend your Governance
Committee. Rich Bucci is chair. That way it gives time
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for Joe to that if there is in fact a conflict and if
it's a prohibitive conflict as the lawyers would say.
So this document will be the new process and procedure
moving forward.
I did want to acknowledge Cheryl made a
great point in so much as revisions and in keeping
those to a minimum so that there is appropriate time
for board members to review. So that was what we
discussed. Thank you.
Chairman Bernardo: Mayor, this came before
Governance?
Mr. Bucci: Yes. So we move it forward as a
motion to approve.
Chairman Bernardo: Okay. Is there any
confusion or concern as it relates to this?
Ms. Duncan: No. I think it's just to kind of
codify a stronger process. I mean, you know, from time
to time we'll get questions from the board. Is this,
is it not? I think mostly it just relates to the
timing of such information and clarification really.
Chairman Bernardo: Yeah. And a board member
has a right. I mean we look to Joe for opinion.
Ms. Duncan: Yes.
Chairman Bernardo: But a board member has
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the right to say I clearly have a conflict.
Ms. Duncan: Sure.
Chairman Bernardo: So I'm going to back away
from this.
Unknown: At the end of the day it's a selfanalysis.
Chairman Bernardo: Yeah. Okay. With the
motion at hand, is there a second that goes with that?
Mr. Rose: I'll second it.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Brian. Is
there any discussion? If not, we'll have a vote. All
those in favor, say aye.
Unknown: [Aye -- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: Any opposed? Abstentions?
Obviously none. Thank you all. Recommendation to
approve changes to the employee handbook, Mr. Peduto.
Mr. Peduto: This was covered in the
Personnel Committee earlier today. It comes forward as
a motion. I'll let Stacey elaborate very briefly, but
I'm primarily concerned on revisions with regard to
workplace safety which is the inclusion of the HERO
Act, DEI - diversity, equity, inclusion - provisions,
and a handful of others -Ms. Duncan: Yeah, telecommuting.
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Mr. Peduto: -- on telecommuting and the sick
paid be in line with the statutory requirements. So,
do you have anything to add to that?
Ms. Duncan: That's essentially it. We kept
for the board's information, everything in red print
in your document is an item that does require
personnel approval.
Mr. Peduto: And we approved it.
Chairman Bernardo: Okay.
Mr. Peduto: And move it forward as a motion.
Chairman Bernardo: Perfect. So there's a
motion. Is there a second to that motion?
Mr. Crocker: I'll second it.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Dan. Any
discussion? Thank you for putting it in red, by the
way. No offense, but I wouldn't miss that.
Ms. Duncan: You never read all that?
Chairman Bernardo: I read that entire
document. Is there a discussion? It had been nice. So
we got it. Let's have a vote. All those in favor, say
aye.
Unknown: [Aye -- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: Any opposed? Any
abstentions? Thank you.
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I'm looking for a motion to go into
executive session to discuss personnel matters and the
sale of real properties. Is there a motion?
Mr. Crocker: Motion.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Dan. Is there
a second?
Mr. Gates: Second.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Dan. All those
in favor, say aye.
Unknown: [Aye –- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: Any opposed? We are here
moving in that direction.
[Start of Executive Session at 12:37 p.m.]
[Out of Executive Session at 1:54 p.m.]
Ms. Duncan: Okay.
Chairman Bernardo: We're back into session.
I am moving on to Item number 13, which is a
recommendation to approve modifications to The
Agency's organizational chart and proposed job
descriptions. Jim Peduto.
Mr. Peduto: During our Personnel Committee
earlier today, we discussed and reviewed proposed
modifications to The Agency's organization chart
largely precipitated by Tom’s retirement. We
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considered them, reviewed them, and we actually
approved them. We bring that forward to the board as a
motion.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you. Is there a
second?
Mr. Crocker: Second.
Chairman Bernardo: Thank you, Dan. Any
discussion? We'll have a vote. All those in favor, say
aye.
Unknown: [Aye –- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: Any opposed? Any
abstentions? Carried. Looking for old business. Any
old business? No. All right. Looking for a motion to
adjourn?
Mr. Rose: So moved.
Mr. Gates: I second.
Chairman Bernardo: All those in favor, say
aye.
Unknown: [Aye –- in unison.]
Chairman Bernardo: We are adjourned.
[Adjournment at 1:56 p.m.]

[Attendees: John Bernardo, Jim Peduto, Rich
Bucci, Dan Crocker, Brian Rose, Cheryl Sacco, Joe
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Mirabito, Dan Gates, Stacey Duncan, Tom Gray, Natalie
Abbadessa, Carrie Hornbeck, Brendan O'Bryan, Theresa
Ryan, Amy Williamson, Joe Meagher, Jeff Smetana,
Michael Uccellini, Andy Pragacz, Foxhall Parker, Isaac
Cheng.]
C E R T I F I C A T I O N
I, Ria Jara, certify that the foregoing transcript of
the Broome County Industrial Development Agency was prepared
using digital transcription software and is a true and accurate
record of the proceedings.

Signature: _____________________________
Date: December 20, 2021
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CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: I'd like to call to order this meeting

of the Broome County Industrial Development Agency of January

19, 2022, and I will turn the first part of the meeting over to
our attorney, Joe Meagher.

MR. MEAGHER: Thank you, John. Good morning to all, or

good afternoon. I'll ask you all to repeat after me... Are we
all set? Everybody's in?
MR. PEDUTO: Yeah.
MR. MEAGHER: Okay. IALL: I [crosstalk].
MR. MEAGHER: Okay. I guess they know their names. Do

solemnly swear.

ALL: Do solemnly swear.
MR. MEAGHER: That I will support the Constitution of the

United States.

ALL: That I will support the Constitution of the United

States.

York.

MR. MEAGHER: And the Constitution of the State of New

ALL: And the Constitution of the State of New York.
MR. MEAGHER: And that I will faithfully discharge the

duties.

2
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ALL: And that I will faithfully discharge the duties.
MR. MEAGHER: Of the office of Member of the Broome County

Industrial Development Agency.

ALL: Of the office of Member of the Broome County

Industrial Development Agency.

MR. MEAGHER: According to the best of my ability.
ALL: According to the best of my ability.
MR. MEAGHER: And those who are not present are going to

have to get us signed copies of this. We’ll provide it out to
you.

MS. DUNCAN: Yes. We also did send electronically...

Annually we do an Acknowledgement of Fiduciary Duties and some
that are present may have those in their folders. If you could
sign and leave with us, and those that are not present, we'll
get them to you electronically.

MS. HORNBECK: Yeah. They should go out today.
MS. DUNCAN: Perfect. Thank you, Carrie.
MS. HORNBECK: You’re welcome.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Joe, I'm going to let you continue,

correct?

MR. MEAGHER: Oh, I'm still on. Okay.

3
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CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Joe, we're not paying you extra for

this, but go ahead, proceed.

MR. MEAGHER: I'm just trying to drag it out. All right,

do we have a motion with respect to the nomination of the
officers of the Agency? [inaudible].

MS. DUNCAN: So, we'll start with Chairman.
MR. PEDUTO: This is Jim Peduto. For Chairman, I'd like to

nominate John Bernardo.

MR. MEAGHER: I think we could do these all as one motion.
MR. PEDUTO: Even better.

need?

MR. BUCCI: So, a motion for the slate, is that what you

MR. MEAGHER: Yes.
MS. DUNCAN: For Vice Chairman next.
MR. MEAGHER: Vice Chairman?
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: I’d like to nominate Jim Peduto to the

position of Vice Chairman.

MR. MEAGHER: Secretary?
MR. PEDUTO: I'd like to nominate Richard Bucci.
MR. MEAGHER: Treasurer?
4
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MR. BUCCI: I'd like to nominate Dan Crocker.
MR. MEAGHER: Do we have a second to the slate that has

been proposed?

MR. GATES: I'll second it. Dan Gates.
MS. DUNCAN: Okay, Dan.
MR. MEAGHER: Any discussion?
MR. BUCCI: Is there a salary increase? Is there a cost-

of-living adjustment?

CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Significant, Mayor. Significant.
MR. MEAGHER: All in favor?
ALL: Aye.
MR. MEAGHER: Any votes opposed? The slate as presented is

hereby elected for the upcoming year. John, I'm going to throw
it back to you.

CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Thank you. Looking at the transcript

for our December 15, 2021, meeting, looking for a motion to
approve the transcript.

MR. CROCKER: I have a comment on those.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Go ahead, Dan.
MR. CROCKER: I notice that Carrie is no longer assigned

the arduous task of doing the transcripts. Are they done by
audio?
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MS. DUNCAN: Yeah. The time involved with the changes to

this, we're looking at just a service to do that. It takes a
lot of the time off of the-

MR. CROCKER: Oh, sure. I agree with that wholeheartedly.

That was a huge [crosstalk]. I noticed in the December

transcripts, as I was reading through them I'm thinking, “I

don't speak like that.” I mean, most of the general audio is

correct, but I was looking at the end of it and there was some
talk, some of the chairman's talk and I thought, “That doesn't

sound right.” No, just the what the transcript said. So, at the
end of it, it said that I said I have a motion. I just don't

speak like that, and there's some stuff that the Chairman said.
I went back and looked at the video and listened to it. I mean,
I got tinnitus bad, but that’s not what was said.

MS. DUNCAN: Okay. We will cross-reference that and

double-check that and make corrections where needed.

MR. CROCKER: I think that's a good idea. That was a lot

of work for Carrie.

CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: With that said, we're going to hold

off on moving forward with approving the transcript until the
staff has a chance to take careful note of it.

MR. CROCKER: I mean, it wasn't anything that was

pertinent information. It was just idle chitchat, but it wasn't
accurate.

okay?

MS. DUNCAN: Okay. We will go back and double-check that,
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MR. CROCKER: I mean, I read them all and would approve

them, but it was just not...

CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Let's hold those until the next

meeting. We come to the part of our agenda where we have a

chance for the public to comment on anything concerning the
IDA. If you wish to speak, feel free to introduce yourself,
give us a residence, and limit your comments if you would

please to five minutes. Would anybody like to speak? Moving

onward. Executive Director's Report. Stacey, updates please.
MS. DUNCAN: Yes. Happy New Year to you all. We have a

busy year ahead, a busy month ahead. So just a few updates for
you. One note with just a reminder for the record with the
appointment of committees which is done by our Chairman,

Chairman Bernardo. We did send that out electronically, the

committee assignments. There have been no changes, but just for
the record I want to note that committee assignments have been
sent to you all electronically and no changes currently for
that.

So, a few updates. Just to note something that I think

goes a little bit unnoticed but is a useful tool that I think
we'd like to make you aware of. On an annual basis, the IDA
gets an allocation of private activity bond from New York

State's Office of Economic Development. That is based on the
Chapter 58, prescribed on Chapter 58, Law of 2020, utilizing
the most recent population estimates from the U.S. Bureau of

the Census. So on an annual basis – it's typically a two-year
allocation – we'll get an allotment of private activity bond
that we can use for eligible projects. We did get our notice
for 2022 that our allocation is $7,285,706, so this can be a

useful tool as we vet and work with project developers. So, I
7
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just wanted to put that to your attention that our annual
allocation has been set for 2022.

A couple of things coming up on the radar for next week

that I want to put to the Board's attention as it relates to

projects or initiatives that this Board has approved, two great
county partnerships that's being shepherded through County, I
think County Planning, the Office of Planning is an

announcement on a grant award related to the expansion of the

Southern Tier Network. If you recall back in 2021, we provided
funds to support the extension of the Southern Tier Network in

the urban core. So what this will be is in a gap analysis study
to identify what parcels, what sites, what buildings, where the
gaps are in broadband service. And as we know, this has been a
continuing challenge for both business growth and for

individuals, especially during COVID. We're looking forward to
participating in that next week. I believe that's on Tuesday.
And then the following Thursday, the 27th, we're also

working with the County on an announcement related to the COVID
Recovery Grant Fund. If you recall, we did participate with the
County on an application for Community Development Block Grant
funds. The County was awarded $1 million in funds to provide

grants to small businesses. We're maxing those out at $50,000.

The County will be the recipient of the funds through Planning.
We will be a subrecipient, and we have established criteria and
an application to start getting out to businesses. So, we can
send that out. We'll distribute the guidelines and the

application to the Board following today's meeting, so if you
know of businesses that you think we may want to be talking

with after next week, we're ready to go. We're excited about
that.

At the end of February to get rescheduled, myself,

Natalie, and Brendan will be attending EDC's Annual Winter
8
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Conference. One of the things we're going to be spending close
attention on and hope to get more clarification on is changes
with regard to prevailing wage mandates. Joe and I, we've

talked to numerous counsel at various levels, and there's still
not I'd say any strong clarification on how we should be moving
forward with projects. But certainly, as that guidance comes

in, we will modify and update our procedures accordingly, but
we'll keep you posted on that.

And then lastly, I just wanted to bring to your attention

the Governor did make her budget address yesterday, and I
wanted to just highlight a few things related to economic

development that we think were wise ideas. They are continuing
a tax credit for small business for COVID-related expenses

which we do think many of our small businesses are continuing

to deal with COVID-related issues. For those in the affordable
housing world, they did increase the State Low Income Housing
Tax Credit aggregate cap growth. Which if you're working with
LIHTC, I think you probably know better how that will impact,
but we know that's an important program.

And in additional to ones that we advocated for was the

continuation and expansion of the Brownfield Cleanup Program,
which we know has been effective, especially in a lot of our
legacy sites here in upstate. Lastly, the Restore New York

Program, which we also thought has been an effective program to
deal with vacant and underutilized properties.

So, we were pleased to see from an economic development

perspective that those programs have remained. It's also our
understanding that the Regional Economic Development Council
process will continue for a 12th round. The Downtown

Revitalization project will also continue, and I believe

potentially expand. They've also added basically a small city
DRI, so one of the things actually it was this region that
9
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advocated for our more rural village centers. That they don't
have access to potentially the capacity or the ability to

allocate as much funds, but that there would be a need for a

like program. They have initiated I think what they're calling
New York Forward, a small city DRI. We do think that could

help, and we'd love to work with our village centers and our
rural populations on that.

I think those were the items that I wanted to bring to

your attention today, so I'd be happy to answer any questions.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Thank you, Stacey. Are there any

questions for Stacey on our updates? Okay, you all I hope have
had a chance to look at our unaudited financials through

December 31, '21. Theresa, thank you, well done. I don't know
if she's on or she's in the room.
MS. RYAN: I'm here.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Needless to say, a very good year, the

bulk of which as a result of the 265 closing. Any questions for
Stacey relative to the financial statements?

MR. MIRABITO: I have a question. Are we classified as a

not-for-profit?

MS. DUNCAN: No, it's a public benefit corporation. We’re

not a not-for-profit.

MR. MIRABITO: I just wonder what happens, if we have to

do anything with all the what I'd call profits or income.

MS. DUNCAN: No, so it's a public benefit corporation.
MR. MIRABITO: Okay. So, we don't get that money?
10
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MS. DUNCAN: Yeah. We're just limited in how we can spend

it, how we use it.
MALE VOICE:

disperse it.

There's limits on how you can spend it and

MR. MIRABITO: So, you just kind of put it aside, and you

use it for later?

MS. DUNCAN: Okay.
MR. MIRABITO: Okay. Correct.
MS. DUNCAN: And just a note on the financials, on the

summary of bank deposits and investments, you'll see the NBT

Transition Account with about roughly $308,000. That has been

swept into... We did purchase a new Treasury with those funds.
That always happens at the end of the month, so they're always
reflected on the financials. However, we did re-allocate those

funds to purchasing a new Treasury, and we have begun the audit
process with Insero and expect to present that in March. As
well, we'll have NBT come for an annual investment report.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Thank you, Stacey. Any other

questions? Moving on, loan activity reports. Anybody have any
questions for Natalie? Okay. New business, the 2022 meeting

schedule is out and has been shared I believe, and I'm quite
confident an invitation for every one of those meetings was
attached. Any questions or comments regarding the proposed
schedule?

Okay, item number eight, resolution accepting an

application from 322 Main Street, LLC, authorizing a Sales and
11
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Use Tax exemption in an amount not to exceed $2,400 consistent
with the policies of the Agency in connection with the

renovation and equipping of the property and building located
at 322 Main Street in the City of Binghamton, Broome County,
New York. Stacey?

MS. DUNCAN: Yes. Is there an issue with it?
MALE VOICE: Yes.
FEMALE VOICE: Yes, it's been revised for $4,800.
MS. DUNCAN: Oh, did John not get that?
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: [inaudible].
MS. DUNCAN: Okay. I have that, but for some reasonCHAIRMAN BERNARDO: You know what? I'm going off the

original agenda. My apologies.

MS. DUNCAN: Okay. I just want to make sure you have the

correct one, John. So, you have one that says $4,800?

CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Yes. I stand corrected. Insert $4,800,

delete $2,400. Sorry about that.

MS. DUNCAN: Got it. Yeah, thank you. Yes, so you have in

front of you an application for our Small Business Incentive

Program or our Sales Tax Exemption Program from Yosef Birnboim.
He is on the call should any members of the Board have

questions. The project includes renovations of existing

building and site at 322 Main Street Binghamton, New York,

including in-unit interior renovations, repairs, improvements
12
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to bathrooms/kitchens, new refinished floors, lighting

fixtures, painting, etc. Common space interior renovations

include improved electrical and plumbing and new laundry room
and storage facilities accessible for tenants.

Exterior renovations include removal and replacement of

siding and roof, driveway and parking site repair, and the

addition of bike racks. The result will provide an updated 12-

unit market-rate apartment complex, improved living facilities,
and amenities for the tenants. A total project cost on this is
roughly $484,000. The eligible exemption on this for sales tax
is $4,800. He's happy to answer any questions the Board may
have.

CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Any questions for Stacey or the

developer? This would otherwise have gone through Governance. I
guess I'm looking, unless there's objections, I'm looking for a
motion to move forward with this resolution.
MR. BUCCI: Motion.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Is there a second?
MR. MIRABITO: Second.

Dan?

CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: I did not hear the second. Was that

MR. MIRABITO: No, Joe seconded.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: I'm sorry, Joe. Any comments? Let's

take a vote. All those in favor say aye.
ALL: Aye.
13
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CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Any opposed? Any abstentions? Motion

carried. Item number nine, discussion regarding revised Uniform
Tax Exemption policy for the Broome County Industrial
Development Agency. Stacey?

MS. DUNCAN: Thank you. So, you should have received a

copy. Really, it was significantly increased in the formatting
and the look, the design I guess if you will, of the previous
Uniform Tax Exemption policy. I hope that it provides a more
straightforward outline of our policy, including the

integration of a number of points that the Board has made over
the course of the last several months. Just a little bit of
background. I'm going to give you a quick summary and then
happy to answer questions and get into a discussion.

Following today's discussion, we would incorporate any

additional feedback and then move this toward an approval

process. However, in that period of time, we would also like to
get feedback from our municipal partners as we move this

forward. So very quickly, just to give you some background, in
addition to the feedback and discussions from this Board, we

also developed this in coordination with National Development

Council and we used templates from the City of Syracuse IDA and
the New Rochelle IDA, both of which were different in their

formatting. One was significantly more comprehensive and had
details that I don't think apply to our community's

demographics, but my point being both were NDC-reviewed, so we
did have that independent third-party analysis. We are sending
this, and it's in the process of review with NDC.

It does place more emphasis on the standard term, rather

than deviations. I think it strengthens and kind of tightens

our process as it relates to how our pilots are developed and
moves things towards what I think what we want, the standard
term being the rule rather than the exception. It also sets
14
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forth criteria for review for deviations to the standard terms.
That was a topic that this Board has discussed quite in detail,
but I think this is an important point, that the pilots will be
developed in-house by IDA in consultation with the developer

and the municipality and, where necessary, a third party like
NDC.

Most notably, we would not consider accepting outside

proposals. I think that's an important point. The staff has the
capacity to develop these pilots. We know where those third-

party resources are when needed. But most importantly, we want
to do this in partnership with the developer and the

municipality, rather than this coming to us and then having the
Board maybe consider something it has not really had its hands
on if you will.

It eliminates the accepted practice of approval by

municipal resolution. This was a topic we've talked about.

Article 18-A really does not require that the municipality by
resolution sign off on the pilot. Certainly, we want the

endorsement of the municipality, but we've had a process in

which we have waited for our Board to deliberate until that's

happened, and I think that's caused maybe some of the confusion
or questions from the Board.

This is brand new. It adds a 10-year and a 20-year

standard term for housing projects. As we know, most of what we
deliberate on now is related to market-rate and affordable

housing, and as such, I think we've been a little bit behind in
not having a standard housing pilot schedule. We did

differentiate this by number of units because those housing
projects can run the gamut. You can have small projects, so

we’ve started this at 50. 50 units or below would receive a 10year standard term, and anything above 50 would be considered
for a 20-year pilot schedule.
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It does define, I think in more detail, a qualified

transferee for pilot benefits. That was also a discussion
that's occurred with this Board, is what happens when a

property is sold? How do we go about doing those transfers? Our
process has been historically not a lot of due diligence per

se, but just basically assuming that if the use of the project

remains the same, there were really very little prohibitions on
transferring the pilot. Not that we want to prohibit it, but I
think I've gotten the sense that we want to gain more
information before we make that decision.

It outlines all information required from the applicant

at the time of approval, and that would include additional
financial details where needed. I think it's a more

straightforward outline of what an applicant would need to do
to apply for benefits. It outlines our cost-benefit analysis
process in greater detail, and then lastly outlines our

application process inside the UTEP. So, the requirement of the
developer seeking substantial benefits from this agency would
be required to become very familiar as we always want them to
be, but we've outlined the process inside our UTEP.

So, with that, I'm happy to get everybody's feedback,

questions, comments, concerns.

CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: So aside from the comments that we may

hear today, where do we go with this, Stacey? Does this go back
to Governance to tweak it or to suggest wholesale changes? Or
do we carve out a special meeting where you receive all these
comments let's say between now and whenever, and then we get
together as a Board and say, “This is what we really want”.

Which direction are you going in, prior to us talking with the
municipalities and making sure that they understand what we
have in mind?

16
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MS. DUNCAN: Yeah. I mean, certainly if there's any

visible changes/modifications that are recommended today, we

can make those, incorporate those. I think it would make more

sense to run this through Governance. It's clearly an issue to
me related to Governance. So, to do a final review, schedule a
Governance meeting, and if it makes sense-

MR. BUCCI: Yeah. I think obviously a lot of work has been

done. This is pretty comprehensive and, as you noted, it really
addressed a lot of the issues raised throughout the process.

So, I think it's great. I was going to kind of echo what John
was saying, like what the next steps are. We're looking for

municipal input, right? Anybody else besides…? I mean, who do
you need to bring into it to…?

MS. DUNCAN: I mean, to be quite frank, the way the

legislation is written, it's up to this body to determine theMR. BUCCI: Input is kind of a courtesy.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Absolutely.
MR. BUCCI: Which is fine. So, I just was wondering what

kind of timeline are we looking at for that process do you
think?

MS. DUNCAN: To be honest, whatever timeline you all feel

comfortable with the language in the UTEP.

MR. BUCCI: So you like, you want us to finalize it on our

end and then send it out?
MS. DUNCAN: Yeah.

17
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MR. BUCCI: Okay. I mean, we could put it on Governance

again. I mean, I think if anybody in the interim has any

changes, they could submit them to you. I don't want to speak
for the Governance Committee, but I can't imagine significant

changes to this from what I can see. So, I mean, we could look
it over and put our imprimatur on it, for lack of a better way
of saying it. [crosstalk].

MS. DUNCAN: Once it has been approved by the Board, one

of the important processes is the notification to all taxing

jurisdictions including our school districts, our county, local
village, city, etc. So, the notification is a requirement, and
a good practice even if it wasn't a requirement.
MR. BUCCI: Oh, yeah. I think so.
MS. DUNCAN: So, I think what we should do is review. If

there's anything glaringly omitted from this or things you just
wanted to have tweaked, we can do that in the next couple of

weeks, and we'll target moving this in February. I do think it
makes sense to advance an approval on this before-

MR. BUCCI: Right. Before more big projects come along.
MS. DUNCAN: I do anticipate a few more pilot projects

coming forth, so I think having this ready to go is going to be
helpful to our process. It doesn't preclude deviations too. I
think it just requires a lot more analysis to be done, and I

think sort of sequences things in the way they should have been
sequenced.

CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: May I make a suggestion?
18
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MS. DUNCAN: Sure.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Governance maybe. I hate to put you

guys through this, but maybe Governance has a special meeting
soon, weighs in. We all present our comments to you. We can
send you an email if we don't like this or don't understand

that. Then the Board has a look at what appears to be the final
document, but before we bless the document, I would like it
sent out to the municipalities so that they're cognizant of
what we're going to be voting on. Recognizing that it's our

authority to do what we're going to do, but I want them to see
it in advance with an invitation from you, Stacey. We'd be
happy to explain it and maybe even set up a Zoom call to

explain how this is going to work going forward. That's my
suggestion.

MS. DUNCAN: Absolutely. We can do that.
MR. BUCCI: Yeah. We could set up a special meeting to

keep it moving. Then Joe?

ahead.

MR. MIRABITO: No, I just have a couple questions. Go

MR. BUCCI: No, go ahead.
MR. MIRABITO: Just so I understand, less than 50 units.

Is that multiple units or is it houses, a housing development?
I mean, if a guy wants to build 20 houses in a development, is
that?

MS. DUNCAN: Yeah. You bring up a question I know that

we've discussed over the course of the last couple of years,
and I did check on that with our bond counsel, with Harris
19
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Beach, on exactly what you're asking. We are within authority
to provide a benefit such as housing, a new-

MR. MIRABITO: So, is that the purpose of having this in

the schedule, so if a guy is looking to do housing development,
to say look here?

MS. DUNCAN: It's funny. It wasn't, but I think it serves

that purpose. I was going to... Actually, somebody brought that
up to me recently. A local businessperson said we really need
to address the new housing starts issue, and I said we've had
some conversations and looking at mechanics. I think it's a

more detailed conversation we should have as a body, but there
is a mechanism. I did confirm that we are within our authority
to do something. I think it just has to be up to this group to
decide what it would want to do.

And the other reason for the differentiation is the price

points, the costs. Things can vary so much from a 15 to 20-unit
project to a 100-plus. The only instances where I would see a
longer-term pilot being required, there may be those and as

long as we can prove that with a financial analysis, we can do
that. But often with affordable housing projects, it might be
linked into their mortgage requirements. So, there will be

nuance to that, but at least it sets a benchmark for where to
begin in my estimation.

MR. MIRABITO: I think it's great. You said you spoke with

Syracuse and Newburgh?

MS. DUNCAN: New Rochelle, yeah.
MR. MIRABITO: New Rochelle? So, do they have in their

schedule this for housing units?
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MS. DUNCAN: They do have it, yeah. Yeah, that was a clear

recommendation from NDC that we include a housing pilot
program, a standard I should say.

MS. HORNBECK: Joe, to be clear, I will add a heading on

that that says Housing because I see where we can whereMR. MIRABITO: Yeah. I wasn't sure.
MS. HORNBECK: Yeah. [crosstalk].

MR. MIRABITO: When I was looking at that I was thinking

this is intended for new home building. This is great. This is

what a lot of people would ask for. Number two, what I call the
clawback schedule, recapture schedule, did we come up with
that? Or is that what these other areas have?

MS. DUNCAN: Most all the IDAs have a recapture/clawback

policy. We've actually not ever included it in there, but I
think it's important to include it on our Appendix A to

demonstrate what that implication is. So, we've always outlined
a recapture benefit in our UTEP. This small table that's inside
the content of the UTEP, we did strengthen that about, I think

in 20', I want to say maybe '19. We really only had up to three
years, so after three years, you could have a 30-year pilot and
then after three years be noncompliant. We didn't really have a
strong mechanism in which we could recapture, so we have

strengthened that prior to this, which I think is important.
We've also identified, which I think we did in the

previous, those trigger events for recapture. So, I think we've
just made it more detailed and more black-and-white.
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MR. MIRABITO: Well, kudos to you because when I saw this,

I was excited. It just answers a lot of stuff that we’ve been
talking about.

MR. BUCCI: Yeah. It’s more concise. Like you said, it's

just more concise and orderly. It's much-

MS. DUNCAN: Cleaner. Yeah, I found it a little bit

challenging to follow it sometimes myself, so yeah, I wanted to
clean that up.

MR. BUCCI: Another thing you said too, I believe there's

a standard term now. Not too any fault of this Board, but I
think for a long time, the deviated terms seemed to be the

norm. I mean, people just came in with the anticipation of just
going right for the deviated term, sometimes whether they

needed it or not, and I think by doing it this way, you have to
really kind of defend your deviated term.

MS. DUNCAN: Yeah. The deviation. Agreed.
MR. BUCCI: So, I go back to what John was saying. I guess

we could schedule a special meeting and then any other Board

members could put input in too. We finalize it, and before it
comes to the full Board, we would want to send it out to the
municipalities.

MS. DUNCAN: Absolutely. Request feedback, and then once

the final draft is approved, then we would do a notification to
all taxing jurisdictions. I'm happy to do more of a Slide Deck
or a Zoom to make-

MR. BUCCI: Okay. That sounds like a plan.
22
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Ms. DUNCAN: Sure.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Great idea. Thank you. Executive

Session, are we going into executive session, Stacey?
MS. DUNCAN: I currently don't have any items.

CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: Okay. Moving forward. Any old

business?

MS. DUNCAN: [inaudible], sorry.
MR. BUCCI: It's pretty straightforward anyway.
CHAIRMAN BERNARDO: I'll take that as a no. I'm looking

for a motion to adjourn this meeting.

[The meeting was adjourned on an approved motion by Mr.
Peduto, seconded by Mr. Gates, at 12:35PM.]
[Attendees: John Bernardo, Jim Peduto, Rich Bucci, Dan Crocker,
Joe Mirabito, Dan Gates, Cheryl Sacco, Stacey Duncan, Natalie
Abbadessa, Carrie Hornbeck, Brendan O’Bryan, Theresa Ryan, Amy
Williamson, Patrick Doyle, Joe Meagher, Michael Tanzini, Yosef
Birnboim, Tzedek Gilmore, Jeff Patsky, Paul Cundiff.]
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Broome County IDA
Financial Statements vs. Budget
Month Ended 1 /31 /22
Month#-> 1
2022
Approved
Budget

INCOME:
A) Land/Building Income:
Bluestone
ADEC Mortgage
Canopy
FIVE South College Drive Tenant Leases*
Miscellaneous Income
Solar City
Spark JC, LLC
Subtotal

94,058
58,838
100,000
80,400 - ·
10,000
5,000
115,499 "
463,795 I

B) BCIDA Fees:
IRB/Sale Leasback Fees
Loan Fund Administration
Subtotal

EXPENSES:
A) Administration:
Salaries
Benefits
Professional Service Contracts
Payroll Administration
Investment Management
Subtotal
B) Office Expense:
Postage
Telephone/Internet Service
Equipment & Service/Repair Contracts
Supplies
Travel/Transportation
Meetings
Training/Professional Development
Membership/Dues/Subscriptions
Audit
Legal
Insurance (Agency, Director & Officers)
Contingency
Subtotal

90,000

Budgeted
YTD thru
1/31/22

4,903

7,417.
1,1·89
...

715,000
35,000
150,0001

C) Other Income:
Bank Interest
TOTAL INCOME

Actual
YTD thru
1/31/22

:- .

.;,

4,250
.-;,

4,2501

I

sfo32

I

Variance
(7,838)

7,838
4,903
8,333
6,700
833
417
9,625
38,6501

(8,333)
717
355
(417)
90,375
74,859 1

59,583
2,917
62,5001

(55,333)
(2,917)
(58,250)1

I

(2,468)1

1,500

I$

1,303,7951 $

122,1911 $

108,6501 $

14,141 1

$

487,520 .'$
213,074
40,000
2,000
20,000
162,594

39;062 $

40,627 $
17,756
3,333
167
1,667
63,550

1,565
1,382
333
(114)
(101)
3,064

167
500
1,000
583
1,333
1,167
1,083
583
708
5,833
1,417
417
14,1921

(400)
63
171
(1,771)
461
(965)
(1,691)
(4,057)
708
5,833
1,417
(202)
(435)1

16,375
� 1 :3,000
281
1J6860,486
•;,

I

I

567
437,

2,000
6,000
12,000
7,000
16,000
14,000
13,000
7,000
8,500
70,000
17,000
5,000
111,5001

829

�355
• 873
I
I

132 I

7·

'

,6

619
15,2261
0

'
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Month#-> 1

C) Business Development:
Advertising
Printing & Publishing
Public Relations Contract
Subtotal

112,000
15,000
40,000
167,000

E) Building/Property Maintenance:
Broome Corporate Park
Maintenance - Mowing/Snowplowing
600 Main Street
Maintenance - Mowing/Snowplowing
Subtotal

OPERATING INCOME

8,000 ;-�__,.,._..,=..._,,,
14,000 ,.
22.000

1

I$
I$

Projected Capital Expenditures

IDA Capital Expenditures

'C'"

80,4001- ,,

D) FIVE South College Drive Expenses

TOTAL EXPENSES

Budgeted
YTD thru
1/31/22

Actual
YTD thru
1/31/22

2022
Approved
Budget

I$
94,301 I$

1,209,494

Approved
Budget
$

1,1501

3,000,000

113,947
8,844

Actual
Expenditure To Date
$

57

1,725

1$
I$

Variance

9,333
1,250
3,333
13,9111

(17,937)
1,250
1,833
(14,853)!

6,1001

(1,015)1

667

667

1,167
1,833

I

I$
1,858 I$

100,191

(583)
83

I

(13,155)!
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Broome County IDA
Summary of Bank Deposits and Investments

Account
Cash & Bank Deposits
Petty Cash
NBT BCIDA Checking
NBT BCIDA Money Market
Total Cash & Bank Deposits

Month End
Balance

Statement
Date

100.00
307,377.88
3,269,848.87
3,577,326.75

1/31/2022
1/31/2022
1/31/2022

Rate

0.00%
0.1000%

Portfolio Investment Accounts
Cash & Equivalents
NBT Transition Account
CDs & Time Deposits
US Treasury Bonds & Notes
Total Portfolio Value

293,537.91
7,055,221.28
7,348,759.19

Total Cash, Bank Deposit Accounts &
Investments

1/31/2022
1/31/2022
1/31/2022
1/31/2022

0.0500%
0.91%

10,926,085.94

Loan Funds
STEED

BDF

Petty Cash
NBT STEED Checking
NBT STEED Money Market
Total STEED

100.00
61,272.91
163,409.94
224,782.85

1/31/2022
1/31/2022
1/31/2022

0.00%
0.0500%

NBT BDF Checking
NBT BDF Money Market
Total BDF

126.33
499,445.00
499,571.33

1/31/2022
1/31/2022

0.00%
0.0500%

Total Loan Funds

724,354.18

Total Combined Funds

11,650,440.12
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Broome County IDA
Account Receivables
BCIDA
Notes Receivable

Beginning
Balance

Interest Total Principal Total Interest Outstanding
Payments
Balance as of
Rate Payments as of
1/31/2022
1/31/2022
1/31/2022

Status

Comments

456,070.07

Current

Mortgage Agreement
Monthly Payment $4,903.13

75,000.00

Current

Land Lease
Annual Payment $5,000

65,651.66

Current

Land Sale
Monthly Payment $443.68

ADEC
8/5/2015

710,000.00

3.0%

253,929.93

Broome County - Solar City
8/15/2016

100,000.00

0.0%

25,000.00

80,000.00

3.0%

14,348.34

Precium Holdings - Charles St.
5/23/2017
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108,901.69

10,054.06

Steed Loan Status

BORROWER

17 Kentucky Ave., LLC
20 Delaware Ave, LLC
Airport Inn Restaurant, LLC
Alice's Closet
Bernice Brews, LLC (Marshall McMurray)
Better Offer Properties, LLC
BrightDrive, HCS, LLC
Bryant Heating & Air
Concept Systems
DGC Jewelers, Inc.
Daniel Liburdi
Denise O'Donnell
F.A. Guernsey, Co., Inc.
Fuller Holding Company, LLC
Highland Hollow Farm, LLC
Integrated Wood Components, Inc.
Melissa Beers
Mountain Fresh Dairy
Odyssey Semiconductor Technology
Prepared Power (Sabato)
Paulus Development Company, LLC
Roberts Stone
Sirgany Eyecare
SpecOp Tactical Center
T-Squared Custom Millwork, Inc.
ZDD LLC, OBA The Shop
TOTAL

Opening Balance
1/1/2022

Current Balance
1/31/2022

182,930.43
72,286.72
31,693.35
25,000.00
9,371.49
22,617.10
58,118.36
66,724.82
23,871.60
13,582.88
15,393.90
10,000.00
118,273.72
146,897.62
49,216.80
100,000.00
22,241.63
92,416.06
93,714.76
53,788.15
214,455.74
11,180.85
21,676.46
70,453.61
18,014.04
40,000.00

181,799.42
70,551.92
31,138.22
25,000.00
9,213.54
21,910.06
57,174.60
65,532.78
22,064.97
13,344.97
15,124.26
10,000.00
118,273.72
146,164.39
48,431.97
100,000.00
21,844.29
92,416.06
92,135.26
53,600.51
212,545.77
9,593.48
18,601.02
70,453.61
17,452.68
40,000.00

1,583,920.09

1,564,367.50
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Maturity Date

Status
1/31/2022

1/1/2033
1/1/2025
6/1/2026
7/1/2026
8/1/2026
3/1/2024
10/1/2026
5/1/2026
10/1/2022
6/1/2026
6/1/2026
6/1/2026
6/1/2024
2/1/2035
11/1/2026
9/1/2026
5/1/2026
12/1/2021
8/1/2026
10/1/2033
6/1/2030
7/1/2022
4/1/2022
5/1/2024
4/1/2024
2/1/2027

Current
Current
Current
30 Days
Current
Current
Current
Current
Current
Current
Current
Current
Bankruptcy
Current
Current
Current
Current
Litigation
Current
Current
Current
Current
Current
Litigation
Current
Current

Business Development Fund Status

BORROWER

Opening Balance
1/1/2022

Current Balance
1/31/2022

20 Delaware Ave., LLC
24 Charlotte Street, LLC
250 Main Street, LLC
265 Main St, LLC
Roberts Stone
SpecOp Tactical Center

70,480.04
100,000.00
46,599.69
134,001.00
7,304.00
74,856.90

68,788.61
100,000.00
46,452.03
133,530.42
6,267.10
74,856.90

Total

433,241.63

429,895.06
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Maturity Date

Status
1/31/2022

1/1/2025
1/1/2027
10/1/2029
9/1/2033
7/1/2022
5/1/2024

Current
Current
Current
Current
Current
Litigation

BR+E Loan Status

BORROWER

24 Charlotte Street, LLC
250 Main Street, LLC
265 Main St, LLC
Antonio's Bar & Trattoria, LLC
Gordon Dusinberre, DBA Northside Auto
Grow Hemp, LLC
Prepared Power
Total

Opening Balance
1/1/2022

Current Balance
1/31/2022

50,000.00
46,599.69
44,667.11
25,000.00
24,215.99
39,330.62
44,823.48

50,000.00
46,452.03
44,510.25
25,000.00
23,822.76
39,330.62
44,667.11

178,037.20

273,782.77
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Maturity Date

Status
1/31/2022

1/1/2027
10/1/2029
9/1/2033
3/1/2027
10/1/2026
11/1/2025
10/1/2033

Current
Current
Current
Current
Current
181 Days
Current

Loan Delinquency Status

STEED
Alice's Closet
F. A. Guernsey
Mountain Fresh Dairy
SpecOp Tactical

SpecOp Tactical
Grow Hemp New York, LLC

Litigation
Bankruptcy
Litigation
Litigation

BDF
BR&E
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Litigation
Delinquent

BROOME COUNTY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
LOAN FUNDS ACTIVITY AS OF
January 31, 2022
STEED ACCOUNT BALANCE:

$ 224,682.85

Amount held at ARC in Washington, DC

$

LOAN COMMITMENTS

Commitment Date

Expiration Date

Commitment Date

Expiration Date

Commitment Date

Expiration Date

Total STEED Loans Commitments
Available to Lend

$ 224,682.85

BDF ACCOUNT BALANCE:

$ 499,571.33

LOAN COMMITMENTS

Total BDF Loan Commitments

$

Available to Lend

$ 499,571.33

BR+E

$

26,217.23

LOAN COMMITMENTS

Total BRE Loan Commitments

$

Available to Lend

$
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26,217.23
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67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81
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Summary Results of Confidential Evaluation of Board Performance
Criteria
Board members have a shared understanding
of the mission and purpose of the Authority.
The policies, practices and decisions of the
Board are always consistent with this mission.
Board members comprehend their role and
fiduciary responsibilities and hold themselves
and each other to these principles.
The Board has adopted policies, by-laws, and
practices for the effective governance,
management and operations of the Authority
and reviews these annually.
The Board sets clear and measurable
performance goals for the Authority that
contribute to accomplishing its mission.
The decisions made by Board members are
arrived at through independent judgment and
deliberation, free of political influence or selfinterest.
Individual Board members communicate
effectively with executive staff so as to be well
informed on the status of all important issues.
Board members are knowledgeable about the
Authority’s programs, financial statements,
reporting requirements, and other transactions.
The Board meets to review and approve all
documents and reports prior to public release
and is confident that the information being
presented is accurate and complete.
The Board knows the statutory obligations of
the Authority and if the Authority is in
compliance with state law.
Board and committee meetings facilitate open,
deliberate and thorough discussion, and the
active participation of members.
Board members have sufficient opportunity to
research, discuss, question and prepare before
decisions are made and votes taken.
Individual Board members feel empowered to
delay votes, defer agenda items, or table
actions if they feel additional information or
discussion is required.
The Board exercises appropriate oversight of
the CEO and other executive staff, including
setting performance expectations and
reviewing performance annually.
The Board has identified the areas of most risk
to the Authority and works with management to
implement risk mitigation strategies before
problems occur.
Board members demonstrate leadership and
vision and work respectfully with each other.
Name of Authority:
Date Completed:

Agree
#

Somewhat
Agree
#

Somewhat
Disagree
#

5

1

1

5

2

6

1

5

2

5

2

5

2

4

2

1

5

1

1

5

2

5

1

6
3

1
1

1

4

4

1

4

3

5

1

Broome County Industrial Development Agency
February 9, 2022
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Disagree
#

2

1

1

2

2

1

Authority Mission Statement and Performance Measurements
Local Public Authority Name: Broome County Industrial Development Agency
Fiscal Year: January 1, 2021 – December 31, 2021
Enabling Legislation: Industrial development agencies (“IDAs”) are formed under Article 18-A of
New York State General Municipal Law, as public benefit corporations. IDAs were created to
actively promote, encourage, attract and develop job and recreational opportunities and
economically-sound commerce and industry in cities, towns, villages and counties throughout
New York State (the “State”). IDAs are empowered to provide financial assistance to private
entities through tax incentives in order to promote the economic welfare, prosperity and
recreational opportunities for residents of a municipality.
Mission Statement: The Broome County IDA is a catalyst, partner and investor that delivers
clear benefits including job opportunities, development sites and enhanced quality of life. The
BCIDA promotes and leverages all available resources and Broome County’s strengths to foster
economic growth and create prosperity in an ethical and transparent manner
Date Adopted: December 13, 2013
List of 2022 Performance Goals:
1. Identify and pursue site development opportunities, county-wide.
2. Work with industry, education and government partners to strengthen advanced
manufacturing, healthcare, arts and new technology development and supply chain
growth.
3. Seek and pursue grant funding from federal and state agencies, such as the EPA
Assessment grant, and other funding that can be reinvested into the community.
4. Link the Good Life program to the new talent attraction strategy.
5. Advance professional development opportunities to create a strategic and
knowledgeable staff.
6. Leverage newly formed Leadership Alliance - a partnership with the Greater Binghamton
Chamber of Commerce - to become the central point of contact, an impactful voice and
a powerful driver of economic development in Broome County.
Authority Stakeholder(s): Broome County Legislature
Authority Beneficiaries: The residents of Broome County
Authority Customers: The residents and businesses of Broome County
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Authority self-evaluation of 2021 Performance:
1. Facilitated meetings and forums of key stakeholders to discuss physical and technology
infrastructure necessary to support community and economic development, including
housing and mixed-use development.
2. Continuing to proactively work with local municipalities to be prepared for new business
development, with a focus on infrastructure development.
3. Supported existing businesses, new businesses, and developers, by identifying grants
and other financing opportunities to fill project financing gaps.
4. Prepared and maintained an asset and project development profile and mapping for
target areas in each community.
5. Continuing to pursue new industry sector clusters and supply chain development where
there are local and regional strengths, such as Healthcare, Advanced Manufacturing,
Energy Storage and Hemp.
6. Expanded the reach of the Business Retention initiative.
Governance Certification:
1. Have the board members acknowledged that they have read and understood the
mission of the public authority?
Board of Directors Response: Yes
2. Who has the power to appoint management of the public authority?
Board of Directors Response: The Board of Directors
3. If the Board appoints management, do you have a policy you follow when appointing
the management of the public authority.
Board of Directors Response: Yes
4. Briefly describe the role of the Board and the role of management in the
implementation of the mission.
Board of Directors Response: The Board provides oversight, sets policy, and sets the
strategic direction for the Agency. Agency management works closely with the board to
ensure the Agency’s activities are always in line with the mission of the organization.
5. Has the Board acknowledged that they have read and understood the response to each
of these questions?
Board of Directors Response: Yes
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BROOME COlftTY INDUS111AL DEVElOPMINT AGENCY
CODE OF E'IMICS
The members of the board (the •aoard") of the Broome County Industrial Development
Aaency (the •Acency"), a duty established pubUc benefit C011M>ratlon of the St.ate of New Yori< (the
•state"), along with the officers and staff of the Aaency, shall comply with and adhere to the
provisions of this Code of Ethics ("Code") adopted pursuant to and In accordance Section 2824 of the
Public Authorities Law and Arllde 18 ofthe General Municipal Law of the State.
AR11Cl.EI
CONRJCIS OF INTEREST
A conflict of Interest fs a situation in which the financial, famUlal, or personal interests of a
director, officer or employee come Into "adual" or "perceived" conflict; with their duties and
responslblUtfes with the Acency. "Perceiwd" conflicts of Interest are situations where there Is the
appearance that a director, officer or employee can pem,nalty benefit from actions or
dedsions made In their offictal capacity, or where a dlredor, officer or emplovee may be
Influenced to act in a manner that does not represent the best interests of the Acency. The
perception of a conflict may occur If drcumstances would sugest to a reasonable person that a
director, officer or employee may have a conflict. "Actual" conflicts of Interest are situaUOns where
a director, officer or employee can penonaUy benefit from actions or decisions made In M' offfdal
capacity, or where a director, offtc:er or employee is influenced to act In a manner that does not
represent the best fnterms of the Agency. Except for Prohibited ConfUcts of Interest as set
forth In Artfde V hereh,, Pem!ived and Actual conflicts of Interest should be treated In the same
manner for purposes of disclosure under Artide IV herein.

AR11CLI II

STANDARDS OF CONIU:f
Each dnctor, officer, and emptoyee d the Aaency shall: (1) not accept other employment which will
Impair his or her Independence ofJuctament in the exertise of his or her official duties; (2) not accept
employment or enpp in any business or professional adivity which wlll require him or her to disclose
confidential Information which he or she has 1ained by reason of his or her official position of
authority; (3J not dfsdose confidential information acquired by him or her In the course of his or her
official duties nor use such information to further his or her personal Interests; (4) not U58 or
attempt to use his or her official position to secun! unwarranted prfvlleges or exemptions for himself,
herself or others e,ccept that nothlna herein shall prohibit any busmess or enterprise In whkh such
director, officer or emplovee may have a ftnanclal Interest from obtaining financial assistance
provided that the Prohibited Conflicts of Interest provisions of Article V herein are not vtolated; (S)
not erwage fn any transaction as a representative or apnt of Acen<Y with any business entity in which
he or she has a direct or indirect flnancfal Interest that mlsht reasonably tend to conflict with proper
discha,ae of his or her offldal duties, except that nothlnl herein shall pn,hlblt any business or
enterprise in which such director, offia!r or employee may ha\t4e a financial interest from
obtalnlna flnandat assistance provided that the Prohibited Conftk'ls of Interest provisions of Article v
herein are not violated; (6) not, by his or her conduct. 1tve reasonable basis for the impression that
any person can improperly Influence
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him or her or undutv enjoy his or her favor In the performance of hts or her official duties, or that he or
she Is affected by the kinship, rank, position or Influence of any party or person; f7) abstain from JNki,w
personal investments in enteri,rises which he or she has reason to believe may be dlrectfv involved In
decisions to be made by him or her or whidl wll otherwise create substantial conflict between his or her
duty in the public interest and his or her private interest, except that nothing herein shall prohibit aJlfll
business or enterprise In which such director, officer or employee may have a financial interest
from obtalnl"I ftnancJal assistance provided that the Prohlbtted Conflicts of Interest provisions of
Attide V herein are not violated; and (8) endeavor to pursue a course of conduct which wll not raise
suspfclon amo111 the public that he or she Is Nlcely to be e111apd In acts that are in -,iatlon of his or
her trust. Notwithstandinc anything herein to the contrary, nothing shall prohibit any director, officer
or employee of the Acerv.v from acquiring property adjacent to or otherwise pro�fmate to the lands in
which the Aaency has an ownership Interest provided that such acquisition Is not based upon the use
of confldentlal Information obtained bv such director, officer or employee of the Aaency In hts capectty
with the Aaency as determined by such member after consultation with Chairman of the Aaency and
Counsel to the Agency.
ARnQ£ Ill
Glm
Pursuant to and In accordance with section 805·a of ttle General Municipal Law, no
director, officer or emploVft of the Agency shall dlrectlv or lndlrectty, soldt any 11ft, or accept or receive
any gift having a value of seventy-� dollars or more under circumstances In whkh It could reasonably
be lnfened that the gift was intended to Influence such individual, or muld reasonably be expected
to Influence such indMdual, In the performance of the lnc:11vtdual's official duties or was intended
as a reward for any official action on the lndtvldual's part. Inferences that gifts havina a value of
less than seventy.five dollaq can Influence or reward directors, officers or employees of the Apncy is
deemed to be unreasonable.

AR11C1E IV
PROCEDURES FOR DISClOSURE
hcept far Prohibited conflicts of Interest as set forth In Artide V below, all directors, officers or
employees ofthe Alenct shall adhere to the following procedures:
1. All Actual and PerteNed conflicts of interest shall be disclosed in writing to the
Ethia Officer as soon as practicable after leaml,. of the Actual or Perceived conflict of Interest. The
written dlsdosure must (i) Identify the matter before the Agency, (ii) identify the Standard of Conduct in
question and (II) contain sufficient facts and drtumstances in order to aa:urately conwy the extent of
the director's, officer's or employee's Interest In sudl matter. In addition, in the event a director on the
board of the Agency has a conflict. he or she shall verbal� dlsdose the conflict durtnc a publk
session of a board meeting at which the matter creating the conflict appears on the agenda. Such
vert>al disclosure shall be recorded in the minutes ofthe meetlna and be made part ofthe public record.
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BROOME COIMY RDUS1RIAL DM&.OPMEIIT AGENCY

DEFENSE AND RDE-IFICATION POUCY

lhe Broome County lndustrtal De¥elopment A&encY (the Agency), shall indemnify all Directors of
the Board and each officer and employee thnof, In the c,erfo,mance � thei' &lltles, and to the
extent authorized by the Board, each other person authorized to act for the Apncy or on Its behalf,
to the full extent to which Indemnification is pe,mltted under the General Munlclpal Llw d the
State of New York.
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IROOME COIMY INDU51RIAL DEVEI.OPMENT AGENCY
COMPENSATION. REIMBURSEMENT AND ATTENIMNCE POUCY
Pursuant to and In accordance with Sections 8S6 and Artfde 18a of the General Munldpal law of
the State of New York. the Directors of the Board of the Broome County lndusbiat
OM!lapmeot Aaency (the "Board•) shall se,w without salary at the pleasure of the L.e&tsfatl.ft of
the County of Broome, Hew Yort (the •MUNIOPAlllY") but may be reimbursed
for reasonable expenses lncumd In the performance of Aaency dulles at the approval of
the Board.
The officers, employees and apnts of the �ency shalt serve at the pleasure d the Aaencv at sum
compensation levels as may be apprOYed by the Board from time to time and may
be reimbursed far reasonable expenses incurred In the performance of Acency duties at
the approval of me Board.
The Directors of the Board and officers of the A&ency shall be available as required to perform
the operations of the AientY and as set forth within the By-Laws of the Apnc.y, as may
be amended, restated or revised by the Board from time to time. 5ald Dtrectors and afflcen of
the Acency shaft put forth their best effort5 to petfo,m their respective duties as outNned in the By
taws of the Aaencv and any other directives of the Board relallna to same.
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